7

A

ABR

A

ABR

PURADEX T

PURADEX

KX60

XACT Precision Handling

XACT Precision Handling

Touchscreen compatible - operate
digital devices.

Touchscreen compatible, close-fitting and
lightweight seamless precision handling glove
with a polyurethane palm dipped coating for
durable and secure handling in mainly dry
conditions.

EN388

3121X

EN388

Close-ﬁtting seamless
13g knitted polyester shell
provides excellent ﬁt and
comfort.

HIGH

Elasticized knit wrist
cuﬀ for comfortable
and secure ﬁt.

LOW

2

Close-fitting seamless
13g knitted polyester shell
provides excellent fit and
comfort.
HIGH

CUT RESISTANCE
LOW

DEXTERITY
LOW

1

DURABILITY
HIGH

CUT RESISTANCE
LOW

Breathable Polyurethane
palm coating provides
superb grip and abrasion
resistance.

3131X

DURABILITY
LOW

Elasticized knit wrist
cuff for a comfortable
and secure fit.

Close-fitting and lightweight seamless precision
handling glove with a polyurethane palm dipped
coating for durable and secure handling in
mainly dry conditions.

Breathable Polyurethane
palm coating provides
superb grip and abrasion
resistance.

1

KX61

HIGH

DEXTERITY
HIGH

LOW

13 Gauge

Precise Grip

Dry Grip

Breathable

Touch Screen

HIGH

13 Gauge

Precise Grip

Dry Grip

Breathable

PU

3

NITROAIR

NITROTEK

KX50

XACT Precision Handling

EN388

1

Foam Nitrile palm coating
delivers excellent grip
and protection in oily &
wet applications.

HIGH

Close-fitting seamless
13g knitted polyester
shell provides excellent
fit and comfort.

DURABILITY
LOW

CUT RESISTANCE

4

HIGH

Close-fitting seamless
13g knitted polyester
shell provides excellent
fit and comfort.

CUT RESISTANCE
HIGH

LOW

DEXTERITY
LOW

1

Resilient Nitrile palm
coating delivers excellent
liquid, oil & grease
resistance and grip.

4121X

DURABILITY

LOW

Elasticized knit wrist
cuff for a comfortable
and secure fit.

Close-fitting and lightweight seamless precision
handling glove with a Nitrile palm dipped coating
for general handling, suitable for oil-based and
wet applications.

EN388

3121X

LOW

XACT Precision Handling

Elasticized knit wrist
cuff for a comfortable
and secure fit.

Close-fitting and lightweight seamless precision
handling glove with a Foam Nitrile palm dipped
coating that excels in oily and slippery handling
conditions.

KX52

HIGH

DEXTERITY
HIGH

LOW

13 Gauge

Precise Grip

Oil Grip

Breathable

Nitrile

HIGH

13 Gauge

Precise Grip

Oil Grip

Breathable

Nitrile

5

NITRODEX

NITRODEX

KX42

XACT Precision Handling

KX44

XACT Precision Handling

Superior fit, ultra-lightweight seamless precision
handling glove with a textured granular Nitrile
palm dipped coating that offers performance
grip and precise handling of small wet / dry / oily
components.

Close-fitting and lightweight seamless precision
handling glove with a textured granular Nitrile
palm dipped coating that offers performance
grip in wet & oily handling applications.

Elasticized knit wrist
cuff for a comfortable
and secure fit.

Elasticized knit wrist
cuff for a comfortable
and secure fit.

EN388

4121X

1

6

G r anular ( s andy ) f oam
Nitrile palm coating
provides maximum grip
in wet and oily handling
conditions.

HIGH

Premium quality
seamless 15g knitted
Nylodex shell.

LOW

6

HIGH

CUT RESISTANCE
HIGH

LOW

DEXTERITY
LOW

Granular (sandy) foam
Nitrile palm coating provides
maximum grip in wet and oily
handling conditions.

DURABILITY

CUT RESISTANCE
LOW

1

4121X

ABR

DURABILITY
LOW

EN388

Close-fitting seamless
13g knitted polyester
shell provides excellent
fit and comfort.

HIGH

DEXTERITY
HIGH

LOW

15 Gauge

Precise Grip

Oil / Wet Grip

Breathable

Nitrile

HIGH

13 Gauge

Precise Grip

Oil / Wet Grip

Breathable

Nitrile
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NITRODEX

NITRODEX

KX43

XACT Precision Handling

EN388

Smooth Nitrile base layer
full dip coating provides
excellent liquid, oil and
grease resistance.

1

HIGH

CUT RESISTANCE
HIGH

DEXTERITY
LOW

6

ABR

LOW

Premium quality seamless
15g knitted Nylodex shell
provides exceptional fit and
all-day comfort.

HIGH

CUT RESISTANCE
LOW

Granular (sandy) foam
Nitrile palm coating
provides maximum
precision grip in wet and
oily handling conditions.
Low profile dorsal impact
protection to fingers & knuckles,
remainins flexible and dextrous
due to its innovative Integrated
Expansion Slots & Full Flex
Points.

DURABILITY

DURABILITY

LOW

ANSI / ISEA 138

4131X

4131X

LOW

Light dorsal impact and liquid-resistant superior
fit seamless precision handling glove with a
dual-layered Nitrile dipped coating that offers
performance grip and precise handling of
small components in excessively wet, oily and
slippery conditions.

Elasticized knit wrist
cuff for a comfortable
and secure fit.

Granular (sandy) foam
Nitrile palm coating
provides maximum
precision grip in wet and
oily handling conditions.

1

Premium quality seamless
15g knitted Nylodex shell
provides exceptional fit
and all-day comfort.

XACT Precision Handling

Liquid resistant superior fit, ultra-lightweight
seamless precision handling glove with a
dual-layered Nitrile dipped coating that offers
performance grip and precise handling of
small components in excessively wet, oily and
slippery conditions.

EN388

KX43A

HIGH

Smooth Nitrile base layer
full dip coating provides
excellent liquid, oil and
grease resistance.

DEXTERITY

HIGH

LOW

HIGH

IMPACT
LOW

8

15 Gauge

Precise Grip

Oil / Wet Grip

Liquid Resistant

Dual Coated Full

1

HIGH

15 Gauge

Precise Grip

Oil / Wet Grip

Liquid Resistant

Impact Resistant

9

NITRODEX

NITRODEX

KX40

XACT Precision Handling

Liquid resistant skin fit, ultra flyweight seamless
precision handling glove with a dual-layered
Nitrile dipped coating that offers performance
grip, extreme dexterity and precise handling
of small components in wet, oily and slippery
conditions.

EN388
EN388

1

Granular (sandy) foam
Nitrile palm coating
provides ultimate precise
oil & wet grip handling.

1

4131X

DURABILITY
LOW

HIGH

LOW

10

6

ABR

HIGH

CUT RESISTANCE
HIGH

LOW

DEXTERITY
LOW

Smooth Nitrile base layer
knuckle 3/4 dip coating
provides excellent liquid, oil
and grease resistance.

DURABILITY

CUT RESISTANCE
LOW

Granular (sandy) foam
Nitrile palm coating provides
ultimate precise oil & wet
grip handling.

4131X

Superfine seamless 18g
knitted Nylodex shell
provides exceptional fit,
feel, flexibility and all-day
comfort.

Superfine seamless 18g
knitted Nylodex shell provides
exceptional fit, feel, flexibility
and all-day comfort.

XACT Precision Handling

Elasticized knit wrist
cuff for a comfortable
and secure fit.

Skin fit, ultra flyweight seamless precision
handling glove with a Nitrile dipped palm coating
that offers performance grip, extreme dexterity
and precise handling of small components in
wet, oily and slippery conditions.

KX41

HIGH

Elasticized knit wrist cuff for
a comfortable and secure fit.

DEXTERITY
HIGH

LOW

18 Gauge

Precise Grip

Oil / Wet Grip

Breathable

Nitrile

HIGH

18 Gauge

Precise Grip

Oil / Wet Grip

Liquid Resistant

Dual Coated 3 /4

11

DURAFORM

DURAFORM

KX30

XACT Precision Handling

EN388

4131X

DURABILITY
LOW

1

Fusion PU / Nitrile palm
coating offers secure
wet, dry and light oily
grip.

4131X

Premium quality, breathable
seamless 15g knitted Nylodex
shell provides exceptional form,
fit and feel for all-day comfort.

12

Fusion PU / Nitrile palm
coating offers secure wet,
dry and light oily grip.

1

Premium quality, breathable
seamless 15g knitted
Nylodex shell provides
exceptional form, fit and feel
for all-day comfort.

DURABILITY

HIGH

LOW

HIGH

CUT RESISTANCE
HIGH

LOW

DEXTERITY
LOW

HIGH

DEXTERITY
HIGH

LOW

15 Gauge

Precise Grip

Elasticized knit wrist
cuff for a comfortable
and secure fit.

Superior fit, ultra-lightweight, breathable
seamless precision handling glove with a
reinforced thumb crotch zone and a hybrid PU
/ Nitrile palm dipped coating that literally forms
to your hand and offers phenomenal grip for
precise handling of small wet / dry and light oily
components.

EN388

CUT RESISTANCE
LOW

XACT Precision Handling

Elasticized knit wrist
cuff for a comfortable
and secure fit.

Superior fit, ultra-lightweight, breathable
seamless precision handling glove with a hybrid
PU / Nitrile palm dipped coating that literally
forms to your hand and offers phenomenall grip
for precise handling of small wet / dry and light
oily components.

KX30A

Oil / Wet Grip

Breathable

Nitrile

Nitrile reinforced patch
to thumb crotch area for
glove longevity and extra
strength.

HIGH

15 Gauge

Precise Grip

Oil / Wet Grip

Breathable

Reinforced
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DURADEX

DURADEX

KX20

XACT Precision Handling

EN388

4131X

DURABILITY
LOW

1

MikroFoam PU / Nitrile
palm coating offers secure
wet, dry and light oily grip.

4131X

Premium quality, breathable
seamless 15g knitted Nylodex
shell provides exceptional form, fit
and feel for all-day comfort.

DURABILITY

HIGH

LOW

LOW

DEXTERITY
LOW
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MikroFoam PU / Nitrile palm
coating offers secure wet,
dry and light oily grip.

1

Premium quality, breathable
seamless 15g knitted Nylodex
shell provides exceptional form,
fit and feel for all-day comfort.
HIGH

CUT RESISTANCE
HIGH

HIGH

DEXTERITY
HIGH

LOW

15 Gauge

Precise Grip

Oil / Wet Grip

Breathable

Nitrile

Elasticized knit wrist cuff
for a comfortable and
secure fit.

Breathable superior fit, ultra-lightweight
seamless precision handling glove with a
reinforced thumb crotch zone and a superfine
textured Nitrile palm dipped coating that
channels away liquids offering exceptional grip
for precise handling of small wet / dry / oily
components.

EN388

CUT RESISTANCE
LOW

XACT Precision Handling

Elasticized knit wrist cuff
for a comfortable and
secure fit.

Breathable superior fit, ultra-lightweight
seamless precision handling glove with a
superfine textured Nitrile palm dipped coating
that channels away liquids offering exceptional
grip for precise handling of small wet / dry /oily
components.

KX20A

Nitrile reinforced patch
to thumb crotch area for
glove longevity and extra
strength.

HIGH

15 Gauge

Precise Grip

Oil / Wet Grip

Breathable

Reinforced

15

DURADEX

DURADEX

KX21

XACT Precision Handling

EN388

1

MikroFoam PU / Nitrile palm
coating offers secure wet,
dry and light oily grip.

DURABILITY
LOW

HIGH

CUT RESISTANCE
LOW

HIGH

DEXTERITY
LOW
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Breathable superior fit, ultra-lightweight
seamless precision handling glove with a
superfine textured Nitrile palm dipped coating
that channels away liquids with additional raised
mikro dots and thumb crotch reinforcement
offering enhanced durability, longevity and grip
for precise handling of small wet / dry / oily
components.

EN388

Raised mikro dotted
palm increases durability,
longevity, cushioning and
can offer increased grip in
certain applications.

4131X

LOW

Raised mikro dotted palm
increases durability, longevity,
cushioning and can offer
increased grip in certain
applications.
HIGH

CUT RESISTANCE
LOW

HIGH

Nitrile reinforced patch to
thumb crotch area for glove
longevity and extra strength.

DEXTERITY
LOW

Precise Grip

1

DURABILITY

HIGH

15 Gauge

MikroFoam PU /Nitrile palm
coating offers secure wet,
dry and light oily grip.

4131X

Premium quality, breathable
seamless 15g knitted
Nylodex shell provides
exceptional form, fit and
feel for all-day comfort.

Premium quality, breathable
seamless 15g knitted Nylodex
shell provides exceptional
form, fit and feel for all-day
comfort.

XACT Precision Handling

Elasticized knit wrist cuff
for a comfortable and
secure fit.

Breathable superior fit, ultra-lightweight
seamless precision handling glove with a
superfine textured Nitrile palm dipped coating
that channels away liquids with additional raised
mikro dots offering enhanced durability and
grip for precise handling of small wet / dry / oily
components.

KX21A

Oil / Wet Grip

Breathable

Micro Dotted Palm

HIGH

15 Gauge

Precise Grip

Oil / Wet Grip

Micro Dotted Palm

Reinforced
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DUSK

SHADOW

KX01

XACT Precision Handling

EN388

3121X

Silicone raised hexgrip
matrix to fingertips and
palm for enhanced grip.

HIGH

CUT RESISTANCE
LOW
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0.55mm xtra-thin, highly
breathable, durable and dexterous
synthetic one-piece palm.

2111X

0.5mm ultra-thin, yet
durable high dexterity
synthetic palm and fingers.

DURABILITY
LOW

HIGH

Silicone reinforced stretch
Lycra back for ease of
movement and comfort.

CUT RESISTANCE

HIGH

LOW

DEXTERITY
LOW

Touchscreen compatible
with most devices.

Extremely close-fitting and lightweight with a
highly breathable textured palm and fingers
with added anti-abrasion zones to the formfitting rear of the glove. Maximum comfort and
dexterity, offering all-round pinpoint precision
handling.

EN388

DURABILITY
LOW

XACT Precision Handling

Hand-hugging superior
fit, highly dexterous for
performance precision
handling.

Extremely close-fitting and lightweight with
hexgrip profile enhancements to key
fingertip and palm grip points with
added anti-abrasion zones to the formfitting rear of the glove. Optimal comfort
and feel, offering versatile pinpoint precision
handling.

KX01A

HIGH

DEXTERITY
HIGH

LOW

Precise Grip

Dry Grip

Breathable

Ultra Thin Palm

Silicon Hexgrip

HIGH

Precise Grip

Dry Grip

Breathable

Xtra Dexterity Palm

19

PANTHER

SCORPION

KX08

XACT Precision Handling

Excellent wet grip as oils &
liquids are channeled away
by the foam Nitrile structure.

XACT Precision Handling

3 conductive fingertips
- allows workers to use
touchscreen devices.

Close-fitting and lightweight seamless precision
handling glove with a premium polyurethane
palm dipped coating for durable and secure
handling in dry conditions.

KX13

Close-fitting and lightweight seamless precision
handling glove with a Micro Foam Nitrile palm
dipped coating for secure general handling
especially in wet and oily conditions.

EN388

3131X

1
DURABILITY
LOW

HIGH

CUT RESISTANCE
LOW

EN388

Breathable Polyurethane
palm coating delivers
excellent grip, puncture and
abrasion resistance.

20

1

4121X

Close-fitting seamless
15 gauge knitted
polyamide shell provides
superior fit and comfort.

DURABILITY
LOW

HIGH

CUT RESISTANCE

HIGH

LOW

DEXTERITY
LOW

Micro porous foamed Nitrile
palm coating delivers
excellent grip and high
abrasion resistance.

HIGH

DEXTERITY
HIGH

LOW

15 Gauge

Precise Grip

Dry Grip

Breathable

PU

HIGH

Close-fitting seamless 15
gauge knitted polyamide
shell provides superior fit and
comfort.

15 Gauge

Precise Grip

Oil Grip

Breathable

Nitrile

21

DURADEX

NITRO25K

KX22

XACT Precision Handling

Touchscreen forefinger, superior fit, ultralightweight seamless precision handling glove
with a textured granular Nitrile palm dipped
coating that offers extreme abrasion resistance
and performance grip and precise handling of
small wet / dry / oily components.

EN388
EN388

1

MikroFoam PU/Nitrile palm
coating offers secure wet,
dry and light oily grip.

4121X

DURABILITY
LOW
CUT RESISTANCE
LOW

22

Granular (sandy) foam
Nitrile palm coating provides
maximum precision grip
in wet and oily handling
conditions.

DURABILITY
LOW

HIGH

CUT RESISTANCE

HIGH

LOW

DEXTERITY
LOW

Ultra high abrasion resistance 25,000+ cycles offers extreme
longevity in the most demanding
conditions. Also features a
touchscreen forefinger.

1

4121X
Superfine seamless 18g
knitted Nylodex breathable
shell provides exceptional
HIGH fit, feel, flexibility and allday comfort.

HIGH

DEXTERITY
HIGH

LOW

18 Gauge

Precise Grip

Oil Grip

Breathable

Nitrile

Touchscreen compatible
with most devices.

XACT Precision Handling

Elasticized knit wrist
cuff for a comfortable
and secure fit .

Skin fit, ultra flyweight seamless breathable
precision handling glove with a superfine
textured Nitrile palm dipped coating that
channels away liquids that offers performance
grip, extreme dexterity and the ultimate precise
handling of the smallest components in wet, oily
and slippery conditions.

KX45A

Premium quality seamless
15g knitted Nylodex shell
provides exceptional fit and
all-day comfort.

HIGH

15 Gauge

Precise Grip

Abrasion Resistant

Oil / Wet Grip

Touch Screen

23

GRAPHITE

KX04

Shirred cuff provides a
secure comfort fit.

XPERT Professional Handling

EN388

1

DURABILITY

HIGH

LOW

CUT RESISTANCE
LOW
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HIGH

CUT RESISTANCE
HIGH

LOW

DEXTERITY
LOW

Hi-Viz yellow dorsal for
improved visibility &
awareness.

1

DURABILITY
LOW

Super synthetic siliconeesque ‘Gripteq 3S’ palm
offers the ultimate non-slip
grip & handling.

1121X

Terry backed (brow wipe)
inset thumb for added
dexterity.

Compatible with MOST
Touchscreen devices.

Close-fitting and lightweight with an incredible
non-slip super grip high dexterity palm,
complemented by the very stretchable closefitting high-visibility rear of the glove. Ultimate
fit, comfort and control while offering the very
highest degree of grip in most applications,
especially on slick/smooth surfaces.

EN388
Super synthetic siliconeesque ‘Gripteq 3S’ palm
offers the ultimate nonslip grip & handling.

KX04V

XPERT Professional Handling

Compatible with MOST
Touchscreen devices.

Close-fitting and lightweight with an incredible
non-slip super grip high dexterity palm,
complemented by the very stretchable closefitting rear of the glove. Ultimate fit, comfort and
control while offering the very highest degree
of grip in most applications, especially on slick /
smooth surfaces.

1121X

GRAPHITE VIZ

HIGH

Te r r y b a c k e d ( b r o w
wipe) inset thumb &
s h i r r e d c u ff p r o v i d e
improved dexterity & fit.

DEXTERITY
HIGH

LOW

Precise Grip

Dry Grip

Breathable

Touch Screen

Gripteq 3S Palm

HIGH

Precise Grip

Dry Grip

Breathable

Touch Screen

Gripteq 3S Palm
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MIDKNITE

MIDKNITE+

KX02A

XPERT Professional Handling

Touchscreen forefinger &
thumb - conveniently allows
workers to use tablets and
cell phones etc.

XPERT Professional Handling

Shock absorbing XERO
foam padded knuckle
impact protection to form
fitting rear of the glove.

Fantastic fitting and lightweight with an
Armortex® grip palm plus reinforced forefinger
and thumb, padded knuckle pad to the formfitting rear of the glove. Optimal comfort, control
and extreme grip in the most demanding dry,
oily and wet situations.

KX02C

Fabulous form-fitting and lightweight touchscreen
compatible work glove with an engineered synthetic
(goatskin style) palm developed for flexibility and longlasting comfort c/w reinforced forefinger and thumb
and a padded knuckle guard. Maximum all-day comfort
combined with practical protection, assured grip,
handling and enhanced tactility.

EN388
EN388

3121XP

1

LOW

HIGH

CUT RESISTANCE
LOW

3131XP

ARMORTEX® grip one-piece
palm delivers maximum
grip in wet, dry and oily
environments.

DURABILITY

HIGH

1
LOW

26

HIGH

CUT RESISTANCE
LOW

HIGH

DEXTERITY
HIGH

LOW

IMPACT
LOW

Shock absorbing XERO
foam padded knuckle
impact protection to form
fitting rear of the glove.

DURABILITY

ARMORTEX ® reinforced
thumb crotch affords
additional protection
against wear and tear.

DEXTERITY
LOW

Ultra supple & durable
synthetic goatskin palm
offers flexibility and long
lasting comfort.

Armortex® reinforced
forefinger and thumb
for additional purchase,
protection and longevity.

HIGH

IMPACT
P

HIGH

LOW

General Duty

Oil / Wet Grip

Impact Resistance Reinforced Zone

Armortex Palm

P

HIGH

General Duty

Dry Grip

Goat Synskin

Touch Screen

Impact Resistance
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TWYLITE

PETROLEA

KX02B

XPERT Professional Handling
Snug fitting and lightweight with a high abrasion
dot grip palm with reinforced forefinger and
thumb plus a convenient terry thumb brow wipe.
Maximum comfort combined with ultimate dry
grip handling and enhanced tactility.

EN388

Form-fitting Spandex
provides a flexible and
breathable back for a
comfort fit.

Slim fit 1mm breathable
synthetic dotted palm delivers
extreme dry grip and control.

HIGH

CUT RESISTANCE
LOW

28

Granular cell Nitrile
palm coating delivers
maximum grip in wet and
oily environments.

1

HIGH

Fl a t N i tr i l e b a se l a ye r
provides excellent liquid,
oil and grease resistance.

DURABILITY

Silicone raised hexgrip
reinforced finger and thumb
for additional purchase and
protection.

LOW

HIGH

CUT RESISTANCE
LOW

DEXTERITY
LOW

Liquid resistant seamless professional handling
glove with a dual Nitrile dipped coating for
working in excessively wet, oily and slippery
conditions.

4121X

DURABILITY
LOW

Durable seamless 13
gauge knitted Polyamide
shell provides a secure
and comfort fit.

XPERT Professional Handling

EN388

3121X

KX07

HIGH

DEXTERITY
HIGH

LOW

General Duty

Dry Grip

Micro Dotted Palm Silicon Hexgrip Reinforced Zone

HIGH

13 Gauge

Precise Grip

Oil / Wet Grip

Liquid Resistant Dual Coated Full
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JET

JET+

KX06A
Touchscreen fingers(2) &
thumb - conveniently allows
workers to use tablets and
cell phones etc.

XPERT Professional Handling
Functional touchscreen compatible professional
handling glove with an engineered synthetic
(goatskin style) palm developed for flexibility
and long-lasting comfort. Flexible anti-impact
guards provide dorsal protection to fingers and
knuckles. Practical stylish protection for the
working professional.

EN388

3131XP

Multi-faceted touchscreen compatible professional
handling glove with an engineered synthetic (goatskin
style) palm developed for flexibility and long-lasting
comfort c/w three abrasion resistant padded reinforced
zones. Flexible anti-impact guards provide dorsal
protection to fingers and knuckles. Multifunctional taskmaster, the working professionals’ choice.

EN388

Ultra supple & durable
synthetic goatskin palm
offers flexibility and longlasting comfort.

HIGH

CUT RESISTANCE
LOW

3131XP

Shock absorbing XERO foam
concertina ribbed knuckle and
TPR finger chevrons protect
from dorsal impacts.

LOW

LOW

HIGH

DEXTERITY
HIGH

LOW

IMPACT

30

HIGH

CUT RESISTANCE

DEXTERITY

LOW

Impact-absorbing XERO
foam palm padding reduces
shock and vibration from
hand tools.

DURABILITY

HIGH

LOW

Ultra supple & durable
synthetic goatskin palm
offers flexibility and long
lasting comfort.

1

DURABILITY

Touchscreen fingers (2) &
thumb - conveniently allows
workers to use tablets and
cell phones etc

XPERT Professional Handling

1
LOW

KX06B

Shock absorbing XERO
foam concertina ribbed
knuckle and TPR finger
chevrons protect from
dorsal impacts.

HIGH

IMPACT
P

HIGH

LOW

General Duty

Dry Grip

Goat Synskin

Touch Screen

Impact Resistance

P

HIGH

Heavy Duty

Touch Screen

Impact Resistance XERO Shock Zone

Goat Synskin
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ARTIK

ARTIK VIZ

KX70

XPERT Professional Handling

EN388

EN511

3X41B

X.2.X

2

Sandy Foam Latex 3/4
coating provides excellent
wet and dry grip while
protecting from water and
liquids.

HIGH

32

3X41B

X.2.X

HIGH

Sandy Foam Latex 3/4
coating provides excellent
wet and dry grip while
protecting from water and
liquids.

4

ABR

DURABILITY
LOW

HIGH

CUT RESISTANCE
LOW

DEXTERITY
LOW

EN511

2

CUT RESISTANCE
LOW

EN388

4

Heavyweight seamless
10g knitted thermal shell
with brushed fleece lining
provides all-day warmth and
comfort.

Elasticized knit wrist cuff
for a comfortable and
secure fit.

Durable Hi-Viz heavyweight winter lined
seamless handling glove that offers
warmth and dryness with a textured foam
latex knuckle dipped coating for great
wet & dry grip and liquid resistance

ABR

DURABILITY
LOW

XPERT Professional Handling

Elasticized knit wrist cuff
for a comfortable and
secure fit.

Durable heavyweight winter lined seamless
handling glove that offers warmth and dryness
with a textured foam latex knuckle dipped
coating for great wet & dry grip and liquid
resistance

KX71

Hi-Viz heavyweight seamless
10g knitted thermal shell with
brushed fleece lining provides
all-day warmth and comfort.

HIGH

DEXTERITY
HIGH

LOW

10 Gauge

General Duty

Wet Grip

Liquid Resistant

Thermal

HIGH

10 Gauge

General Duty

Wet Grip

Liquid Resistant

Thermal
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RENEGADE VIZ

RENEGADE+VIZ

KX84V

XTREME Komplex Handling

EN388

EN511

1X31C

3

X.1.X

Sandy Foam Latex 3/4 coating
provides excellent wet and
dry grip while protecting from
water and liquids.

3

ABR

DURABILITY
LOW

HIGH

EN511

1X31CP

X.1.X

ANSI / ISEA 138

Sandy Foam Latex
3/4 coating provides
excellent wet and dry
grip while protecting
from water and liquids.

3

ABR

LOW

HIGH

CUT RESISTANCE
HIGH

LOW

DEXTERITY
LOW

EN388

DURABILITY

CUT RESISTANCE
LOW

Cut resistant, durable heavyweight Hi-Viz
winter lined seamless handling glove that offers
warmth and dryness with a textured foam latex
knuckle dipped coating for great wet & dry grip
and liquid resistance. Flexible anti impact guard
zones provide impact protection to the rear of
the hand.

3

Cut resistant Hi-Viz
heavyweight seamless
10g knitted thermal shell
with brushed fleece lining
provides all-day warmth
and comfort.

Cut resistant Hi-Viz
heavyweight seamless
10g knitted thermal shell
with brushed fleece lining
provides all-day warmth
and comfort.

XTREME Komplex Handling

Elasticized knit wrist cuff
for a comfortable and
secure fit.

Cut resistant, durable heavyweight Hi-Viz
winter lined seamless handling glove that offers
warmth and dryness with a textured foam latex
knuckle dipped coating for great wet & dry grip
and liquid resistance.

KX94V

HIGH

Exceptional dorsal impact
protection to fingers & knuckles
while remaining flexible and
dextrous due to its innovative
Integrated Expansion Slots &
Full Flex Points.

DEXTERITY
HIGH

LOW

HIGH

IMPACT
LOW
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Heavy Duty

Wet Grip

Liquid Resistant

Thermal

Cut Resistant

2

HIGH

Wet Grip

Liquid Resistant

Thermal

Cut Resistant Impact Resistance
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RAIDER

KX80

Super lightweight close fitting
18g composite knitted shell
provides exceptional fit, feel
and all-round cut protection.

XTREME Komplex Handling

RAIDER+

Close-fitting, flyweight seamless cut & impact resistant,
touchscreen compatible precision handling glove with
a Nitrile dipped palm coating that offers performance
grip, extreme dexterity and precise handling of small /
sharp components in wet, oily and slippery conditions.
Flexible anti-impact guard zones provide impact
protection to the rear of the hand.

EN16350

EN388

4X42D

4

Granular (sandy) foam
Nitrile palm coating
provides ultimate precise
oil & wet grip handling.
Fully touchscreen
compatible.

4

ABR

HIGH

DEXTERITY
LOW

4

4

ABR

Granular (sandy) foam
Nitrile palm coating provides
ultimate precise oil & wet grip
handling. Fully touchscreen
compatible.

DURABILITY

HIGH

CUT RESISTANCE
LOW

ANSI / ISEA 138

4X42D

DURABILITY
LOW

Super lightweight close fitting
18g composite knitted shell
provides exceptional fit, feel and
all-round cut protection.

XTREME Komplex Handling

Close-fitting, flyweight seamless cut resistant,
touchscreen compatible precision handling
glove with a Nitrile dipped palm coating that
offers performance grip, extreme dexterity and
precise handling of small / sharp components in
wet, oily and slippery conditions.

EN388

KX90

LOW

HIGH

CUT RESISTANCE

Elasticized knit wrist cuff
for a comfortable and
secure fit.

LOW

HIGH

Low profile, dorsal TPR full
finger & knuckle guards
prevent injuries from
impacts and knocks.

DEXTERITY

HIGH

LOW

HIGH

IMPACT
LOW
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18 Gauge

Precise Grip

Oil / Wet Grip

Cut Resistant

Touch Screen

1

HIGH

Precise Grip

Oil / Wet Grip

Cut Resistant

Touch Screen

Impact Resistance
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REAPER

REAPER VIZ

KX81

XTREME Komplex Handling

EN388

EN16350

4X42E

Granular (sandy) foam
Nitrile palm coating provides
maximum precision grip
in wet and oily handling
conditions. Fully touchscreen
compatible.

5

4X42E

38

Cut resistant 13g composite
Hi-Viz knitted shell provides
comfortable fit, feel and all
round cut & slash protection.

DURABILITY
HIGH

HIGH

DEXTERITY
LOW

Granular (sandy) foam
Nitrile palm coating provides
maximum precision grip in wet
and oily handling conditions.
Fully touchscreen compatible.

5

Cut resistant 13g composite
knitted shell provides
comfortable fit, feel and all
round cut & slash protection.

CUT RESISTANCE
LOW

Fully Touchscreen
compatible.

Cut resistant Hi-Viz, touchscreen compatible
durable handling glove with a dual Nitrile dipped
palm coating that offers performance grip and
dexterity for the handling of sharp components
in wet, oily and slippery conditions.

EN388

DURABILITY
LOW

XTREME Komplex Handling

Fully Touchscreen
compatible.

Cut & impact resistant, touchscreen compatible
durable handling glove with a dual Nitrile dipped
palm coating that offers performance grip and
dexterity for the handling of sharp components
in wet, oily and slippery conditions.

KX81V

HIGH

LOW
CUT RESISTANCE

Smooth Nitrile base layer
dip coating provides
excellent liquid, oil and
grease resistance.

13 Gauge

Heavy Duty

HIGH

LOW

HIGH

DEXTERITY
LOW

Oil / Wet Grip

Cut Resistant

Touch Screen

HIGH

Smooth Nitrile base layer
dip coating provides
excellent liquid, oil and
grease resistance.

13 Gauge

Heavy Duty

Oil / Wet Grip

Cut Resistant

Touch Screen
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REAPER+

REAPER+VIZ

KX91
Cut-resistant 13g composite
knitted shell provides a
comfortable fit, feel and allround cut & slash protection.

XTREME Komplex Handling
Cut & impact resistant, touchscreen compatible
durable handling glove with a dual Nitrile dipped
palm coating that offers performance grip and
dexterity for the handling of sharp components
in wet, oily and slippery conditions. Flexible antiimpact guard zones provide impact protection to
the full rear of the hand.

EN388

Granular (sandy) foam
Nitrile dual-layered
palm coating provides
maximum precision
grip in wet and oily
handling conditions. Fully
touchscreen compatible.

4X42EP

5
DURABILITY
LOW

HIGH

CUT RESISTANCE
LOW

HIGH

DEXTERITY
LOW
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ANSI / ISEA 138

5
DURABILITY
LOW

HIGH

CUT RESISTANCE
LOW

HIGH

Gr a n u l a r ( sa n d y) fo a m
Nitrile dual-layered palm
coating provides maximum
precision grip in wet and
oily handling conditions.
Fully touchscreen
compatible.
Exceptional dorsal impact
protection to fingers &
knuckles while remaining
flexible and dextrous due
to its innovative Integrated
Expansion Slots & Full
Flex Points.

DEXTERITY

HIGH

LOW

IMPACT
LOW

Cut & impact resistant Hi-Viz, touchscreen
compatible durable handling glove with a dual Nitrile
dipped palm coating that offers performance grip
and dexterity for the handling of sharp components
in wet, oily and slippery conditions. Flexible antiimpact guard zones provide impact protection to the
full rear of the hand.

4X42EP

Exceptional dorsal impact
protection to fingers &
knuckles while remaining
flexible and dextrous
due to its innovative
Integrated Expansion
Slots & Full Flex Points.

Hi-Viz cut resistant 13g
composite knitted shell
provides a comfortable
fit, feel and all-round cut
& slash protection.

XTREME Komplex Handling

EN388

ANSI / ISEA 138

KX91V

HIGH

IMPACT
2

HIGH

LOW

Heavy Duty

Oil / Wet Grip

Cut Resistant

Touch Screen

Impact Resistance

2

HIGH

Heavy Duty

Oil / Wet Grip

Cut Resistant

Touch Screen

Impact Resistance
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RAVAGER

Velcro adjustable closure
for a perfect & secure fit.

KX93

Highly cut resistant 13g
composite knitted shell
provides a comfortable fit,
feel and all-round cut & slash
protection.

XTREME Komplex Handling
Maximum impact and cut-resistant, touchscreen
compatible, tough-duty handling glove with
a dual Nitrile dipped palm coating that offers
performance grip and dexterity for the handling
of sharp components in wet, oily and slippery
conditions.

EN388

4X43FP

Granular (sandy) foam
ANSI / ISEA 138 Nitrile dual-layered palm
coating provides maximum
precision grip in wet and oily
handling conditions. Fully
touchscreen compatible.

6
DURABILITY
LOW

HIGH

CUT RESISTANCE
LOW

HIGH

DEXTERITY
LOW

42

KX93A

Neoprene safety cuff provides
extended wrist protection and
swift don & doffing.

XTREME Komplex Handling

Highly cut resistant 13g
composite knitted shell
provides a comfortable
fit, feel and all-round cut
& slash protection.

Maximum impact and cut-resistant, touchscreen
compatible, tough-duty handling glove with
a XERO foam padded dual Nitrile dipped
palm coating that offers performance grip and
dexterity for the handling of sharp components
in wet, oily and slippery conditions.

EN388

ANSI / ISEA 138

XERO foam padding to
palm zones offer shock
and impact energy control
& reduction.

4X43FP

Maximum dorsal impact
protection to fingers &
knuckles while remaining
flexible and dextrous due
to its innovative Integrated
Expansion Slots & Full
Flex Points.

Maximum dorsal impact
protection to fingers & knuckles
while remaining flexible and
dextrous due to its innovative
Integrated Expansion Slots &
Full Flex Points.

6
DURABILITY
LOW

HIGH

CUT RESISTANCE

Reinforced Nitrile thumb
crotch zone offers enhanced
protection and longevity.

LOW

HIGH

DEXTERITY

HIGH

LOW

IMPACT
LOW

RAVAGER

HIGH

Reinforced forefinger
& thumb zone offers
enhanced grip, protection
and longevity.

IMPACT
3

HIGH

LOW

Heavy Duty

Oil / Wet Grip

Cut Resistant

Touch Screen

Impact Resistance

3

HIGH

Heavy Duty

Oil / Wet Grip

Cut Resistant

Touch Screen

Impact Resistance
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RAVAGER

OBSIDIAN

KX82
Elasticized knit wrist
cuff for a comfortable
and secure fit.

XTREME Komplex Handling
High cut resistant, touchscreen compatible
durable handling glove with a dual Nitrile dipped
palm coating that offers performance grip and
dexterity for the handling of sharp components
in wet, oily and slippery conditions.

EN388

EN16350

4X42F

Close-fitting and lightweight seamless
cut resistant precison handling
glove with a hybrid Polyurethane /
Nitrile fusion palm dipped coating that provides
phenomenal grip whilst protecting from cuts and
slashes.

LOW

3
HIGH

CUT RESISTANCE
LOW

Highly cut resistant 13g
composite knitted shell
provides comfortable fit,
feel and all-round cut &
slash protection.
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6

ABR

Reinforced Nitrile patch
to thumb crotch for extra
strength and glove longevity.

DURABILITY
LOW

HIGH

CUT RESISTANCE

HIGH

LOW

DEXTERITY
LOW

Fusion PU / Nitrile palm
coating provides secure
handling of small / sharp,
dry / oily components.

4X42C

6
DURABILITY

Close-fitting seamless 18
gauge knitted composite
shell provides superior fit
and cut protection.

XTREME Komplex Handling

EN388

Granular (sandy) foam
Nitrile dual-layered palm
coating provides maximum
precision grip in wet and oily
handling conditions. Fully
touchscreen compatible.

KX10

HIGH

DEXTERITY
HIGH

LOW

13 Gauge

Heavy Duty

Oil / Wet Grip

Cut Resistant

Touch Screen

HIGH

18 Gauge

Heavy Duty

Oil / Wet Grip

Cut Resistant

Reinforced
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KARBON

KX05

XTREME Komplex Handling
Extremely balanced work glove with the ultimate
abrasion palm engineered for durability and longlasting comfort c/w specialised reinforcements
and padding to strategic key areas. Flexible antiimpact guard zones provide full dorsal protection.
Extreme protection, dexterity, grip and comfort for
the working professional in a compact design.

EN388

1

Low profile, dorsal TPR full
finger & knuckle guards
prevent injuries from impacts
and knocks.

KARBON+

Superbly balanced touchscreen compatible work glove
with an engineered synthetic (goatskin style) palm
developed for flexibility and long-lasting comfort c/
w four xtra-grip abrasion resistant padded reinforced
zones. Flexible anti-impact guard zones provide full
dorsal protection. Extraordinary protection, dexterity,
grip and comfort in a compact design.

ANSI / ISEA 138

DURABILITY
LOW

LOW

LOW

HIGH

Low profile, dorsal TPR
full finger & knuckle
guards prevent injuries
from impacts and knocks.

DEXTERITY
HIGH

LOW

IMPACT
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HIGH

CUT RESISTANCE
HIGH

DEXTERITY

LOW

Impact-absorbing XERO
foam palm padding reduces
shock and vibration from
hand tools.

DURABILITY

CUT RESISTANCE

LOW

Ultra supple & durable
synthetic goatskin palm
offers flexibility and long
lasting comfort.

1

Impact-absorbing XERO
foam palm padding
reduces shock and
vibration from hand tools.
HIGH

LOW

ANSI / ISEA 138

3131XP

4111XP

Touchscreen forefinger & thumb
- conveniently allows workers to
use tablets and cell phones etc.

XTREME Komplex Handling

EN388

Rough grip distal palmar
composite patch, plus a
reinforced forefinger &
thumb grip zone.

KX05A

HIGH

IMPACT
1

HIGH

LOW

Reinforced Zone

Dry Grip

Ultra Duradex Palm Impact Resistance XERO Shock Zone

1

HIGH

Reinforced Zone

Goat Synskin

Touch Screen

Impact Resistance XERO Shock Zone
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